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fever moon is a set of six books in a continuing
series. when i started reading this series i was still a
bit uncertain as to how i’d like the books to pan out.
there were a few things that concerned me: would it
be a good series if it turned into a paranormal/occult
detective mystery? would there be vampires in it?
how interesting could the social commentary be? a
few years ago, i read a lot of graphic novels,
something i’ve wanted to do more of for years but
never quite got around to it, and started to enjoy
them a lot. fever moon by karen marie moning is the
first graphic novel that i’ve finished in years, and i’m
glad i’ve finished it. see a list of graphic novel series
i’ve read so far, in an older post on the quikreads
archives. in this era of heady, overabundant digital
content, it is much easier to generate additional
revenue on your own website. in fact, good online
content creation is more lucrative than many b2b
and b2c advertising. paid advertising online can be
costly and inaccessible for the average consumer. to
be successful, these sites will need to be innovative
in their creation process and will have a strong
dedication to quality. he is a prolific genre writer
with over 50 published novels. he makes references
to his violent amazonian adventures in the "tales
from the jungle" books. and he is not the first author
to do this. at the tender age of 25, he created aladin
, the world's first fantasy adventure book. in 1997,
he created a brand new medium for adventure with
jumanji, which spent more than fifty weeks in the #1
position on amazon.com . his books are regularly
found in the top ten ebooks bestseller lists of barnes
& noble and bibliophile , and have received praise
from the american library association (ala) and the
sfwa. he is the father of two children (one a college
student, the other a soon-to-be high school
graduate) and resides in southern california.
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in short, darkover is a very special place. the focus
in sins of the stars is on a colony of human settlers

on a terran colony world, which i find to be a bit
unsatisfying. it was primarily a story about terra and

the various civilizations and peoples on teras
surface. i feel as though i have to explain this, i don't

think most people get it without being told. terra
itself is not the focus, and some of the story is set in

orbit, but, since the human civilization on teras
surface is so far removed from that of the humans

from orbit, i don't think i can even link the two races
together. it just doesn't seem cohesive and the

connections fall apart quickly. there is no
relationship between the humans from orbit, and the

humans from the colony world. in addition to that,
the characters and their species don't carry much
weight. the story revolves around a woman, the
mysterious woman with the white hair. we don't

really learn much about her. we don't learn what she
wants from the world, or where she has come from.

this is a story about her path, and hers is not a
tragic one. there is much very little that is tragic

about the plot. there is much that is not mentioned,
or even hinted at. there are a lot of questions

unanswered. its characters are missing a lot of
things. there are lots of people telling us all this, but
they are not in the story to make us understand. he
never speaks. he is just there, and he is in a moon in

a cluster of stars. he is very important, but he
doesn't tell us why. he just is. i cannot say, either,

what is the social structure of the world. does it have
a settled society or is it a somewhat barbaric one? a
while back, i read a book about cannibals and found
it to be an interesting read. i would like to mention it
here, but i want to read it again so that i am better
prepared, both in terms of reading the book and its
implications and on the setting. the book was about
a world where cannibals dominate, and the human
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population is dominated by the cannibals. i like to
think of it as a dark version of planet earth. for a
long time, people were in denial, and then people

began to realize the danger of cannibals. cannibals
become dominant, but not everyone can live in the

area where cannibals live. there is a conflict. there is
a death toll. within that structure, i would like to see
the problems that arise. in the book, the cannibals
would convert humans and kill them for meat. in
sins of the stars, the crisis arises when a human
attempts to convert a werewolf. that is a very

different situation. 5ec8ef588b
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